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The whole Yabo area was located between the land which today is 
found between the old palace of Nfume and Nkanchi. They later left for 
Abeng, from there some went down to Nfume.  
 Then for Nkanchi some people of one of the quarters known as 
Bounchung people, some came from a quarter in Bum called Ki oli, 
and some came from Wum and some from Lasin. But all in all most of 
all the Nchane people came from Tikari and settled in these places 
named above.  
 
 As they found di culties in their former places they now came 
to meet their brothers and sisters at the present Nchane clan of the ve 
villages. This immigration of the Nchane people from other places of 

rst settlement caused a rise in the population and they started 
expanding to form the present ve villages, beginning with the 
Nkanchi and Nfume villages, the Kibo and Bem villages, and Chunge 
village. 
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Lesson 8 –  
Exercise 4: 
Scorpion and Nyankwe 
Nyankwe went to the farm, as he was clearing, a scorpion bit him. He 
left, running home. The father took him to the hospital. The doctor 
gave him medicine and admitted him for three days. After that he 
came back to the house with the father. 
 
Questions 
1. Who was bitten by the scorpion? 
2. Where was he when he was bitten by the scorpion? 
3. Who took him to the doctor? 
 
Answers 
1. Nyankwe was the one bitten by the scorpion. 
2. He was in the farm when the scorpion bit him. 
3. His father took him to the hospital.  
 

A Brief History of the Nchane People 
 
 The Nchane people came from somewhere. Some came direct 
and some came stopping  on the way before reaching where they are 
now. Most of them came from Nigeria and settled in a place called 
Tikari in the Western and Eastern Regions, while some left Kano in 
Nigeria and came directly and settled where they are now. This clan is 
made up of ve villages, namely: Nfume, Kibo, Bem, Chunge, and 
Nkanchi. While having each a Fon for each of the villages with sub-
chiefs ruling the quarters in these villages. They have one culture that 
puts them together. The main occupation of the Nchane people is 
farming, hunting, and rearing of animals like sheep, goats, pigs, fowls, 
and cows.  
 They also share boundaries with Noni, Bum, Wibum, Mungong, 
and Saari people. This clan has Misaje for its main market which was 
holding on every Sunday. When the leaders of all the churches sat with 
the late Fon Michael Fuma he had to change it to be every Saturday in 
1965. The people of this clan have been living in this clan since 1901. 
They have many di erent traditional dances. The clan has formed their 
cultural association called NACUDA, meaning:  Nchane Area Cultural 
and Development Association.  
 It is to put their cultural activities together and for faster 
development. Just an outline, little detail will be that some of those 
Nfume who directly came from Kano in Nigeria settled in a place 
formally known as Yabo.  
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Introduction 
 

This book is written for the Nchane people of the Misaje 

Sub-Division, Donga-Mantung Division, North West Region, 

Cameroon. This book is to be used in classes to help speakers of 

this language, who already read and write English, to learn to 

read and write Nchane.  

The teacher and the learner should follow all the 

instructions in each lesson, working through the lessons in the 

order in which they occur in the book, from lesson one to the 

last lesson. When you are unsure of a word in Nchane, use the 

English translation to help you. An answer key and English 

translations are available at the end of the book to help the 

teacher and reader in their learning and evaluation processes.  

The Nchane alphabet is in conformity with the General 

Alphabet of Cameroon Languages, which was adopted in 1979 

by the National Committee for the Uni cation and 

Harmonization of the Alphabets of Cameroon Languages. 

Technical assistance came from Cindy Lux  and Kay Smoes, both 

of SIL Cameroon. Much thanks to Ntani Elijah Fale for 

formatting and revising the book.  

 Channel all suggestions toward improving future reading 

and writing materials through the Nchane Language Committee 

chairman. 
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Lesson 6 –  
Exercise 5: 
Story 
 Elephant Hunt 
Ngwang went hunting for elephants, and he shot one with a spear.  
The elephant died.  
He went looking for men to help him carry the meat to sell on the mar-
ket. 
Questions 
1. Who shot the elephant? 
2. What weapon did he us 
 English Answers 
1. Ngwang shot the elephant. 
2. He shot it with a spear. 
 
Lesson 7 –  
Exercise 3: 
1. Nchanji has fallen from a ladder and hit his upper arm. 
2. Jokwe removes his new wife wearing a bracelet on her wrist. 
3. School children are sitting under the tree and reading their notes. 
4. Mama Kichusɛ went to look for mushrooms and she harvested a bas-
ket full. 
5. Papa Kinkeng has ve trees of oranges in his compound.  
 
Exercise 4:                       
Ngong hurts his upper arm 
Ngong and the mother went to their farm. Ngong went and was climb-
ing up a mango tree. 
The mother asked him to come down. Ngong was going to harvest 
some mangos to eat. While climbing down, Ngong hurt his upper arm.  
Questions 
1. Who climbed the tree? 
2. What kind of tree did he climb? 
3. What happened to Ngong when he was climbing down the tree? 
 
Answers 
1. Ngong was the one who climbed up the tree. 
2. It was a mango tree. 
3. While coming down from the tree, he hurt his upper arm.  
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Exercise 4: 
The Story of the Sheep and Leopard 
In the olden days, when people were keeping sheep houses, Papa Buli-
wa had sheep in his compound and they were staying in the sheep 
house.  
The door shutter was made up of bamboo with a rope tied to it from a 
stick outside the sheep house; so that any person going inside has to 
push it and enter then it will be shut behind him or her. One night a 
leopard came wanting to catch a sheep, pushed the door open and 
went in, the door shot back, locking the leopard inside while ghting 
with the sheep. Papa Buliwa then came out from his house when he 
heard the ght and raised an alarm for people to gather.  
 
Questions 
1. Who was keeping the sheep in the sheep house? 
2. Which animal entered the sheep house? 
3. At what time did the leopard entered the sheep house? 
4. How did papa Buliwa know that a leopard had entered the sheep 
house? 
 
Answers 
1. Papa Buliwa was the one keeping sheep in the sheep house. 
2. A leopard entered the sheep house. 
3. It was during the night that the leopard entered the sheep house. 
4. He heard the ght between the leopard and the sheep as they cried 
in the sheep house. 
 
Lesson 5 –  
Exercise 6: 
Story 
 People in the Market 
Fali and Tada are in the market 
Fali is selling baskets 
Tada has come to buy 
Tada is asking to know the cost. 
Questions 
1. Who are the people in the market? 
2. What is Fali selling 
 
                            English Answers 
1. Fali and Tada are in the market. 
2. Fali is selling baskets. 
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Lesson One:  Familiar Consonants 
Familiar consonants are those that sound  the same in Nchane as 
in English.  
 
Bb, Dd, Ff, Gg, Jj, Kk, Ll, Mm, Nn, Ss, Tt, Vv, Ww, Yy 
 
Exercise 1 
Read the following words aloud and listen to the sounds of the 
consonants. Use the English to help you with any Nchane words 
that are di cult. 
 
Consonant   Nchane     English 
      Bb  bi            ‘goat’ 
                      bige       ‘money’ 
      Dd            de         ‘mouths’ 
                      daŋ         ‘jump’  
      Ff             nyii        ‘bird’                      
                      ŋkɔ       ‘cup’ 
      Gg            gɔŋ         ‘spear’ 
                      kɔɔ         ‘catch’ 
      Jj              ji             ‘hoe’ 
                       jɛ            ‘language’ 
      Kk             kinta        ‘chair’ 
                       kala         ‘throne’ 
      Ll              labe          ‘web’ 
                       la            ‘compound’ 
      Mm           mu         ‘person’ 
                       mwa        ‘child’ 
      Nn             na           ‘cow’ 
                       naamɛ       ‘weeds’ 
      Ss              sɔŋɔ        ‘palm tree’ 
                       sayɛ          ‘tear’ 
      Tt              tɛmɛ         ‘axe’ 
                        tɛdɛ         ‘stone’ 
      Vv             gvune       ‘feather’ 
                       gvu          ‘chest’ 
      Ww           waaŋ        ‘market’ 
                       waa          ‘quarrel’ (n) 
      Yy              yɔ            ‘snake’ 
                        yoyo        ‘same’ 
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Exercise 2 
Draw a line from the English word to the Nchane word that has 
the same meaning. 
 
1. goat           a. tɛmɛ  
2. bird                       b. kinta 
3. spear            c. na 
4. chair           d. mu 
5. person            e. waaŋ 
6. cow                f. nyii  
7. axe                  g. gɔŋ 
8. market               h. bi 
 
Exercise 3 
Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the list of Nchane 
words. (mwa, labe, kala, yɔ, sɔŋɔ bige) 
1. ___________ kuŋe bɔɔŋ. 
2. Jweŋsɛ bene ____________. 
3. ____________ baŋe jwi wu ye. 
4. Nji gude mwe bɛ _____________. 
5. ____________ tuude jɔɔ. 
6. Banfɔŋ shiide ba ____________ le. 
 
Exercise 4 
Read the following sentences in Nchane and write the English 
translations of the underlined words in the spaces provided. 
 
1. Mwa muu jɔɔ a ŋkɔ le.                   _______________________ 
2. Bee jeme jɛ yi Nchane.                     _______________________ 
3. Tɛdɛ gwi mwa yi kika le.                  _______________________ 
4. Bɔɔŋ banɛ le yoyo.                           _______________________ 
5. Bambo, daŋ kintuge kɛ!                    _______________________ 
6. La joŋe lɛ chi yuude.                        ________________________ 
 
Exercise 5 
Translate the following English words into Nchane. 
1. tear      
2. quarrel     
3. chest     
4. weeds     
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Translation 
How Palm Oil is Processed 
When the cones are ripe they are harvested with a cutlass and a 
climbing rope.  
The cones are carried to the house and if the ripe ones have all been 
harvested, the cones are? with a cutlass in order to pick the nuts. After 
the picking process is nished, the nuts are put in a cooking pot and 
put on the re to boil. After about two to three hours, the nuts are 
ready for pounding. They are pounded in a pounding trough and 
pounded with special sticks prepared for it. When the pounding is 
done, water is poured over the pounded nuts and the cha s and 
kernels are removed and put in some containers. Then the remaining 
contents are shaken with light sticks to produce forms which are 
collected and put in a pot for nal cooking. When this process is 

nished, the pot is put on the re, and after boiling for an hour or 
more the pot is carried o  the re and put on the oor. Some fresh, 
cold water is poured into the pot and later on, oil is extracted from the 
water and put into containers, ready for use. Some is also taken to the 
market for sale.  
 
Story Translations: 
Lesson 1 –  
Exercise 3: 
1. A snake is chasing children. 
2. A man is climbing a palm tree. 
3. The wed is covering the door entrance. 
4. Nji is buying things with money. 
5. The child is carrying water. 
6. The chiefs sits on the thrones. 
 
Exercise 6: 
1. “If you do not have a calabash, do not dirty the water.” 
2. “If your brother climbs up the palm tree, you will crack the kernels.” 
 
Lesson 3 –  
Exercise 2: 
1. A sheep is a foolish animal. 
2. Gizzard is eaten by an elder. 
3. Only a woman buys kitchen pans for eating. 
4. Every morning people wash their faces before going to work. 
5. The child adjusts the rope at the goat’s neck. 
6. The handle of the washing bucket is missing. 
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Tamfu: Good morning Shey. 
Shey: Good morning, Tamfu, how did you sleep? 
Tamfu: Where are you going Shey? 
Shey: I am going to the farm to harvest palm nuts. 
Tamfu: Do you have plam trees in your farm? 
Shey: Yes, I have ten palm trees. 
Shey: What are you going to do? 
Tamfu: I am going to tie goats. 
Shey: How many goats do you have? 
Tamfu: I have ten goats. 
Shey: Is there a good price for goats now on the market? 
Tamfu: No, I went to the market with a goat, but it was not bought. 
Shey: I went to the market with a palm nut come and I sold it. I am 
now going back to harvest the remaining palm nut cones to take to the 
market and sell. 
Tamfu: I have attended two markets now with goats and they were 
nevet bought. Goodbye Shey.  
 
Lesson 11 –  
Exercise 1: 
1. (ii) 
2. (ii) 
3. (i) 
4. (a) 
5. (ɔ, ii) 
6. (o, ɛ) 
7. (uu) 
8. (a) 
9. (e, e) 
10. (o) 
11. (aa) 
12. (ɔɔ) 
13. (a) 
14. (ɛɛ) 
15. (uu) 
 
Exercise 3: 
1. yiise – full 
2. sooŋ – pound 
3. shaaŋ – pot 
4. kuu – down 
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5. catch     
6. market     
7. feather     
8. bird      
9. spear     
10. goat     
 
Exercise 6 
Read the following proverbs and translate and give the meaning 
in the lines below. 
 
1. “Wo bɛ kibɛɛŋ gɛ ke fɛ wo kifɛ jɔɔ gɛ.” 
        
         
2. “Mwa bwo bene sɔŋɔ wo kfuŋ che.” 
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Lesson Two: New Letter - Ch ch 
This is almost a familiar consonant because it is already used in 
English words. In Nchane, the letters “c” and “h” represents one 
sound and is considered as one consonant. It sounds like “ch” in 
the English word ‘chair’. 

 
chilɛ    ‘pull’ 

 
Exercise 1 
Read the following pairs of words aloud from left to right. Note 
the di erence between the sounds “ch” and “sh”. 
 
ch                           sh 
chɔŋ     ‘thief’         shɔŋ      ‘sheep’ 
kichu    ‘iron’          kɔshɛ    ‘adjust a knot’ 
chaŋ     ‘hands’       sháŋ      ‘pots’ 
chilɛ     ‘pull’          shilɛ      ‘sit’ 
 
Exercise 2 
Read the following words aloud, taking note of the sound “ch”. 
 
1. chɛɛŋ       ‘truth’ 
2. kinchɛŋ            ‘sickness’ 
3. kinchoo           ‘horn’ 
4. chimbiaŋ       ‘lies’ 
5. chege             ‘fast’ 
6. chugɛ             ‘wash’ 
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Lesson 10 –  
Exercise 1: 
1. yó 
2. yɛ ́ŋ 
3. nyáŋ 
4. nyí 
5. nyú 
 
Exercise 2: 
1. c. 
2. d. 
3. g. 
4. a. 
5. h. 
6. b. 
7. e. 
8. i. 
9. j. 
10. f.  
 
Exercise 3: 
Sentences in the plural form. 
1.Bangha le wu guu jé yi joŋɛ. 
2.Bilɛnsɛ kɔŋe nyáŋ. 
3.Kiŋaŋa jii bíaŋ 
4.Bí jii agaaŋ nchuŋ. 
5.Nganti le wu yuyɛ yó.  
 
Exercise 4: 
1. bíaŋ – palm nuts 
2. asoŋ – palm trees 
3. bí – goats 
4. kibaaŋ – cone (palm nut) 
5. waaŋ – market 
6. mwɛne – farm 
 
Translation of dialogue 
Marketing of Goats and Palm Nut Cones 
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3. seŋle 
4. ŋgaŋ 
5. waaŋ 
 
Exercise 4: 
Nchusɛ 
1. Le Nyaŋkwe wa ŋgaŋ luŋ wu. 
2. Ŋgaŋ luŋ wu mwɛne. 
3. Le chiji wu jɔ wu fɛ muŋchele. 
 
Lesson 9 –  
Exercise 1: 
1. nyaŋ 
2. nyɛlɛ 
3. nyono 
4. nyaŋɛ 
5. Nyɔ 
6. njeŋ 
 
Exercise 2: 
1. nyele 
2. Nyo 
3. nyambala 
4. nyono 
5. nyuŋa 
6. nyi 
 
Exercise 3: 
1. Nya mɛ bɛ nyo yo. 
2. Yaŋ nyaŋ nyoone lo. 
3. Usmanu nyaŋe kikfuŋ ke. 
4. Nyilɛ ŋwa wɛ. 
 
Exercise 4: 
Translation of the song 
 
I am the Lord your God, don’t have any other God except me. 
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Exercise 3 
Match the following Nchane words with the correct English 
meaning. 
1. nchusɛ            a. locust 
2. chilɛ                   b. bore 
3. chikaŋ             c. answer  
4. chɔ                    d. monkey 
5. munchɔne       e. pull 
6. nchane         f. squirrel 
7. chuma              g. groundnuts 
8. nche                   h. wash 
9. chiaŋ                     i. clan 
10. chugɛ               j. medicine 
 
Exercise 4 
Read the following Nchane proverbs and translate them into En-
glish and write the meaning on the second line. 
 
1. “Nchwɛne bude fɛ jwi lɛne fɔ.” 
         
         
2. “Nche gɛ kɔɔ biaa tu chuu.”  
         
         
 
Exercise 5 
Fill in the missing letter(s) in the following Nchane words, using 
either “ch” or “sh”. 
1. ____ii       ‘father’ 
2. ____i uŋ   ‘gvavaʼ 
3. ____iŋ___ɛ   ‘shake’ 
4. ____ɔŋ       ‘theif’ 
5. ____ige       ‘small’ 
6. ____e kwe   ‘mourning’ 
7. ____ebe    ‘termite hill’           
8. n____a      ‘ring’ 
9. ____iɛŋ        ‘navel    
10. ____eŋ       ‘liver’ 
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Exercise 6 
Translate the following English sentences into Nchane.  
 
1. Che, the hunter, shot a monkey. _______________________________________ 
2. Some children went to catch termites on the termite 
hill.________________________________________________________________________________ 
3. Kimbi has gone to wash his dresses. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
4. The butcher was pulling a cow to the slaughter 
house.____________________________________________________________________________ 
5. Locusts are destructive to farmers whenever they come. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
6. Council did not come to church because he was sick.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 7 
Read the following story. Translate the underlined Nchane 
words into English in the spaces provided below. 
 

Ba li ba toŋ soŋ le lemɛ bude chi numɛ. Nchane ba chii, 
nyesɛ. Beŋ bude mɛ la lemɛ ju chi lemɛ. Chiji wese wu 
Nyamukoŋ le wu  wa bə wese bɛ lemɛ chi wɔŋ. Nonɛ ki bɛ nya 
wu kiyonɛ, bɛ li bɛ chiŋ wu chwɛ, njɛ wu li wu cheŋ wa wese wu 
kɛmɛ gɛ buŋga bu wu leŋ lemɛ chiyu gɛ.  Joŋɛ lɛ bɛ tashe chaŋ 
ki bɛ leŋ lemɛ chinɛ chegɛ.  
 
1. ___________________________ 
2. ___________________________ 
3. ___________________________ 
4. ___________________________ 
5. ___________________________ 
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7. (e) 
8. (ɛ, ɛ) 
 
Exercise 3: 
1. upper arm 
2. wife 
3. book 
4. full 
5. oranges 
 
Exercise 4: 
Nchusɛ 
1. Le ŋgɔŋ wu bɛne kite. 
2. Le kite ki afe. 
3. Lɛ wu shiide kite le wu chi bwɛŋ. 
 
Lesson 8 –  
Exercise 1: 
1. gvunɛ 
2. kintanyɛ 
3. ndɛŋu 
4. soŋo 
5. ŋgu 
6. kinta 
7. chaŋ 
8. waaŋ 
 
Exercise 2: 
1. ŋgaŋ 
2. ŋka 
3. ŋaŋlɛ 
4. ŋgonɛ 
5. kindoŋ 
6. jaŋ 
7. ŋku 
8. jiŋɛ 
 
Exercise 3: 
1. bɔŋshii 
2. ŋka 
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4. kimbɔŋ 
5. kintɔŋ 
6. kɔ 
7. wɔŋ 
8. bɔŋ 
 
Exercise 4: 
1. (o, o, o) 
2. (o, o) 
3. (o) 
4. (ɔ) 
5. (ɔ) 
6. (ɔ) 
7. (o) 
8. (ɔ) 
9. (ɔ) 
10. (ɔ) 
 
Answers to questions                                   
1. Le ŋgwaŋ wu tuŋ kiyɔ.           
2. Wu tuŋ bɛ gɔŋ.    
 
Lesson 7 –  
Exercise 1: 
1. e. 
2. f. 
3. h. 
4. a. 
5. b. 
6. c. 
7. d. 
8. g. 
 
Exercise 2: 
1. (ɛ) 
2. (e) 
3. (ɛ) 
4. (ɛ) 
5. (e, e) 
6. (ɛ, ɛ) 
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Lesson Three: New Letter – Sh sh 
This is almost a familiar consonant because it is already used in 
English words, but as a pair of letters. In Nchane, the letters “s” 
and “h” represents one sound and is considered as one 
consonant. It sounds like “sh” in the English word ‘shoe’. 

 
shɔŋ   ‘sheep’ 

 
Exercise 1 
Read the following pairs of contrasting words aloud from left to 
right. Note the contrast between the sounds “sh” and “s”. 
 
sh                         s 
shaŋ     ‘pot’              saŋ   ‘writeʼ 
sho       ‘wipe’           suŋ   ‘beat’ 
shilɛ      ‘sit’             sulɛ   ‘make bambo chair’ 
shege    ‘gizzard’       sɛyɛ   ‘slice’ 
 
Exercise 2 
Read the following words aloud, taking note of the sound “sh”. 
1. shii            ‘fowl’ 
2. shilɛ          ‘sit’ 
3. shiide    ‘climbing down’ 
4. sheŋ          ‘liver’ 
5. nshwɛɛŋ      ‘broom’ 
6. kɔshɛ       ‘adjust a knot’ 
7. shu        ‘utensils’ 
8. shiŋshɛ      ‘shake’ 
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Exercise 3 
Translate the following English sentences into Nchane. 
 
1. A pot is mostly used for cooking food. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
2. In schools, children sit before learning. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3. A fowl is mostly used during traditional sacri ces. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
4. Mangoes are harvested when children climb the tree and 
shake it. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
5. Polish is used when polishing our shoes. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
6. The liver of a cow is bigger than the one of a human being. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 5 
Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the list of Nchane 
words. (shu, shɔŋ, bushi, shege, nshɛŋɛ, kɔshɛ) 
  
1. ________________ le kiyuŋ ki nyaŋ. 
2. Le ŋgamu wu jii ______________________. 
3. Le kwɛse wu gude ___________________ yi mwɛ munjile. 
4. Buchu yude mu chugɛ ______________________ fɛ wu lade. 
5. Mwa, ____________________ kfuu a kidoŋ ke bi le! 
6. _______________________ yi ŋkaa wu chugɛ ye le yi lɛsɛ. 
 
Exercise 6 
Translate the following Nchane words into English. 
1. bushi          _____________________ 
2. monshɛɛŋ    _____________________ 
3. she fɛwege  _____________________ 
4. tashɛ           _____________________ 
5. shilɛ            _____________________ 
6. fɛnshe         _____________________ 
7. kintashɛ      _____________________ 
8. shiŋshɛ       _____________________ 
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2. aju 
3. fede 
4. ŋgonɛ 
5. aje 
6. bubi 
7. to 
8. yoyo 
 
Exercise 4: 
1. (u) 
2. (e, e,) 
3. (i, i) 
4. (u, u) 
5. (u, o) 
6. (o) 
 
Exercise 5: 
1. kiyɔ 
2. aji 
2. ŋgu 
4. ŋgonɛ 
5. jé 
 
Answers to questions from the story                                     
1. Fali be Tada le fɛ waaŋ.           
2. Fali gesi baŋka ba chinta.    
 
Lesson 6 –  
Exercise 2: 
1. lɔŋ 
2. gɔŋ 
3. kiyɔ 
4. kikɔŋ 
5. bukɔ 
6. mɔŋ 
 
Exercise 3: 
1. kinsɔŋ 
2. fɔŋ 
3. gɔnɛ 
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6. noon 
7. coming together 
8. shake 
 
Exercise 4: 
Nchuse 
 
1. Le Baa Buliwa wu gɛ gɛde shɔŋ bɛŋli. 
2. Le biaa yi gɛ lesɛ bɛŋ. 
3. Biaa  gɛ lesɛ kintan kimuli. 
4. Wu gɛ yu mo biaa ju be shɔŋyi bede. 
 
Lesson 4 –  
Exercise 1: 
1. bv 
2. kf 
3. gv 
4. kf 
5. bv 
6. gv 
 
Exercise 2: 
Translation 
1. Nji and his wife have nine children. 
2. It is good that God’s children should obey God. 
3. School children are cracking kernels. 
4. Nformi is wearing a traditional feather. 
5. The world of today is di cult to live in. 
6. The lion is the strongest animal in the forest. 
 
Exercise 3: 
1. babvule 
2. kfu 
3. bvu 
4. kfuse 
5. gvu  
 
Lesson 5 –  
Exercise 3: 
1. aji 
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Exercise 7 
Read the story and answer the questions that follow. 

 
Fimaŋa  shɔŋ bɛ biaa 

Kiluŋ ki bami gɛ gɛde shɔŋ bɛ ́ŋ le. Baa Buliwa gɛ kɛŋe 
shɔŋ fɛ wu yele  yi chii bɛɛŋ le. Kimbuŋ kiyu gɛ bee gɔɔŋ ba 
shude bɛ kfuu yi nte le akfuŋ.  

Sige mu lese wu tɔŋsɛ wu li, ki kasɛ ki baŋ. Biaa tɔ kintaŋ 
kimu le, lɛ yi kɔ shɔŋ, yi tɔŋsɛ yi li, kimbuŋ kasɛ ki baŋ biaa mɛ 
bɛŋ le bɛ shɔŋ juu. Baa Buliwa bu ye wu kuŋ kitada bami taashɛ.  

 
Bambilɛ 

 
1. Le yɛɛ wu gɛ gɛde shɔ́ŋ  bɛŋ le? 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
2. Le nyaŋ yi la yi lesɛ bɛŋ? 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3. Le kifɛ ki la kibiaa gɛ lesɛ bɛŋ? 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
4. Baa Buliwa gɛ genɛ fɛ wu ke le biaa li yi lii bɛŋ? 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Lesson Four: New Letter – v 
The letter “v” is a familiar consonant because it is already used 
in English words. However, in Nchane, it is only used in the 
combinations “bv” and “gv”, which do not occur at all in 
English. 
 
bv 
bvu       ‘dog’ 
bvule    ‘lion’ 
bvuugɛ   ‘nine’    
 
gv 
gvunɛ      ‘feather’ 
gvu          ‘chest’ 
kiŋgvu      ‘duck’ 
ŋgvufɛ         ‘leopard’ 
 
In the same way, the combination “kf” is used in Nchane, but 
never in English.  
    
kf 
kfuu            ‘rope’ 
kfunɛ       ‘knock’ 
kfuse        ‘tinder’ 

ŋkfuse   ‘pimple’ 
 
Note that all of these combinations come before the vowel “u”. 
 
Exercise 1 
Fill in the missing letter(s) in the following Nchane words, using 
either “bv”, “gv”, or “kf”. 
 
1. mbaŋ_____ugɛ        ‘ninety’ 
2. _____uŋ               ‘hunch of back’ 
3. ŋ_____ule                ‘worm’ 
4. ki______unɛ       ‘rat’ 
5. _____u                      ‘dog’ 
6. ŋ______uŋ                 ‘tail’ 
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Exercise 5: 
Translation 
Invitation to a community work day. 
 
Dear Nchane people, greetings. 
You are all requested to participate in a community work day. 
Our own Baba Nyamukong has done so much for our community 
and in order to say thank you, we want to dig a toilet for him 
because he has been sick and cannot do it.  
Please let us join our hands together so we can get this work 
done fast.  
 
1. chiji  ‘father’ 
2. chiŋ  ‘dig’ 
3. chwɛ  ‘toilet’ 
4. cheŋ  ‘sick’ 
5. chegɛ  ‘fast’ 
Lesson 3 –  
Exercise 1: 
1. Ba mwɛ munjile dɛde a shiaŋ le. 
2. Ye yi ŋwa le fɔ bɔŋ shiide fɔ bɔ ye yi. 
3. Shi le mbaa yi ba kɛŋyi kintanye kiwɔŋ yu.  
4. Ba kege maŋgɔlɔ fɔ bɔŋ bɛŋ we bɛ shiŋshe. 
5. Mɛ mɔje le e  be yefɛ jé yu. 
6. Shɛŋ yi na kuge yi yagɛ yi mu wɔŋ. 
 
Exercise 2: 
1. shɔŋ 
2. shegɛ 
3. shu 
4. bushi 
5. kɔshɛ 
6. nshɛŋɛ 
 
Exercise 3: 
1. face 
2. sand 
3. day after tomorrow 
4. join 
5. sitting 
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Lesson 2 –  
Exercise 1: 
1. c. 
2. e. 
3. f. 
4. b. 
5. g. 
6. i. 
7. a. 
8. j. 
9. d. 
10. h. 
 
Exercise 2: 
1. Spit comes out where the mouth has bent. 
Meaning: Some people like working only where there is a pro t. 
 
2. Leprosy attacked a leopard and it became proud.  
Meaning: People take their poor conditions to become a source 
of pride. 
 
Exercise 3: 
1. ch 
2. ch 
3. sh, sh 
4. ch 
5. sh 
6. sh 
7. ch 
8. ch 
9. ch 
10. sh 
 
Exercise 6: 
1. Che wu li mu bugɔmu li wu tuŋ chaŋ. 
2. Bɔɔŋ bamu gɛ gɛŋ ki bo kɔɔ ŋgɔ fɔ chibe le. 
3. Kimbi le wu gɛŋ lɛ wu gɛŋ chugɛ njú ye. 
4. Mu wu sɛde bana chide na wu gɛne fɛ ba sɛde bana fɔ. 
5. Chuma cheŋɛ bɛ ŋgu yi bami seke yi le yi tɔ. 
6. Kansu chi baŋ tɔ gɛ ye yi Nyɔ le mbo wu chi chɛne lo.  
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Exercise 2 
Read the following sentences and underline the consonants “bv”, 
“gv”, and “kf”. 
 
1. Nji bɛ kwɛ kɛŋe bɔŋ bvugɛ. 
2. Jɔŋe lɛ bɔɔŋ ba Nyɔ ŋgvune Nyɔ. 
3. Bɔɔŋ ba ŋwa kfune ché. 
4. Nfɔɔmi le wu bɔŋ gvune chi nfu. 
5. Kikfuŋ ki mɛɛ tɛme nche le. 
6. Bvule le nyaŋ yi tɛmɛ yi yagɛ nyáŋ yi chi akɔ. 
 
Exercise 3 
Translate the following English words into Nchane. 
1. lions        ___________________________ 
2. family      ___________________________ 
3. dog          ___________________________ 
4. tinder   ___________________________ 
5. chest  ___________________________ 
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Lesson Five: Familiar Vowels 
Familiar vowels are those that are the same in Nchane as in 
English. It should be noted that, unlike English where the sounds 
of these letters sometimes change, in Nchane they each have 
only one sound. 
 
Aa, Ee, Ii, Oo, Uu 
 
Exercise 1 
Read the following words aloud to learn the pronunciation of 
each vowel.  
Vowel  Nchane word   
Aa            ajii             ‘eyes’ 
                atutu       ‘Irish potatoes’ 
Ee             jé             ‘shoes’ 
                fede          ‘winnow’ 
Ii              n i               ‘help’ 
                kiyɔɔ        ‘elephant’ 
Oo           gooŋ         ‘bamboos’ 
               ŋgone       ‘banana’ 
Uu           wuu           ‘whistle’ 
                gu             ‘buy’ 
 
Exercise 2 
Read the following words aloud. 
 
1. gwii   ‘ shing net’ 
2. me maa  ‘alone’ 
3. kee   ‘pluck’ 
4. tɔ   ‘come’ 
5. yu   ‘hear’ 
6. ta   ‘sting’ 
7. kiŋaŋa  ‘crow’ 
8. le   ‘oath’ 
9. tolo   ‘stranger’ 
10. aju    ‘rice’ 
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Answer key and English translations  
Lesson 1 –  
Exercise 2: 
1. h. 
2. f. 
3. g. 
4. b. 
5. d. 
6. c. 
7. a. 
8.e.  
 
Exercise 3: 
1. yo 
2. soŋo 
3. labɛ 
4. bigɛ 
5. mwa 
6. kala 
 
Exercise 4: 
1. ‘cup’ 
2. ‘language’ 
3. ‘stone’ 
4. ‘same’ 
5. ‘jump’ 
6. ‘compound’ 
 
Exercise 5: 
1. sayɛ 
2. waa 
3. guu 
4. naamɛ 
5. kɔɔ 
6. waaŋ 
7. gvunɛ 
8. nyi 
9. gɔŋ 
10. bi  
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Kinche Ki Nchane Lɛ Ki Gɛ Bee 
 

Nchane gɛ ja ki juu ki muli, bɔ mii bɔ gɛ tɔ te te, bɔ mi tɔ 
bɔ shii aje, fɔ bɔ tɔ fese fɔ bɔ li fɔ mɛɛ. Nchane ba duude bɔ gɛ ja 
Nigeria bɔ tɔ bɔ shii bɔ ba mii ba Tikari kijuu ki ba teŋe mɛɛ lɛ 
Western bɔ Eastern Regions. Nchane bɔ ge ja Kano bɔ ge tɔ te te 
bɔ tɔ shii fɔ bɔ fɔ mɛɛ wɔŋ wu Nchane kɛmɛ bamfoŋ ba teŋ, kege 
bɔ wɔŋ wu ba Mfume, Bakibo, Bibeŋ, Bichuŋe, bɔ Kiŋkanyi, 
taele bɔ ba kfuŋ ba boo ba sagɛ ba nte li Nchane kɛmɛ fwɛ we 
boo wu tashii bɔ ki bɔ nui muŋ le wu mumua Nchane ba eluude 
lɛne nui mwɛ, bɔ leyi nyaŋ gɛ jɛ bi shɔŋ, muyuŋa, bɛ ba na a 
Nchane jade.  

Kijwii bɛ Baŋkoo Bibuŋ, Bajiiŋ, Muŋgoŋ, bɛ Bosaa. Wuŋ 
wu Nchane kɛmɛ waaŋ wa kuge we mumua, ba kamɛ nui Misaje 
Aŋkanyi. Waaŋ kfune gɛ shee wu kamɛ Sunday yɛ kimaa le lɛ ba 
mii ba baŋaa bo bo ye yi nyɔ bɔ yɛ lɛ waaŋ wu Sunda cheŋe bɔ 
boone, bɔ geeŋ bɔ yeŋ nfoŋ kikanyi le wu kose waaŋ to 
Saturday.  

Ba gɛ kose joo chi waaŋ chine, kiluŋ ki 1965. Nchane gɛ 
ke bɔ chee sheŋ yi boo yinɛ le jan kiluŋ ki 1901 Nchane kɛmɛ 
chi buni chi bɔ chi duude bo kɛmɛ tɛɛ nshilɛ wu boo wu kintashe 
ba teŋelɛ NACUDA, kinlashe kinchane ba Mfume bɔ gɛ tɔ bɔ ya 
shii yabo. Yabo le kijuu ki nto ba Mfume wu yumɛ gɛ bee fɔ. 
Ajiŋ a yu ba Mfume ba me gɛ ja bɔ beŋ Abeŋ bɔ mi boo ala 
Mfume. Aŋkanyi, ntɛ wu bɔŋ chuŋ ba mii bɔ mi gɛ ja ki ole, bɔ 
mi ja wum.  

Nchane boo chii gɛ ja Tikari ba mii bɔ gɛ tɛ bɔ shee aje bɔ 
gɛ bii bɔ tɔ bɔ tashe bɔ ba mwabui bɔ wɔŋ wu Nchane wu nyuu 
bɛ bafoŋ ba teŋ lɛ ba mii bane bɔ tɔ bɔ tashe ki bɔ fɛ wɔŋ wu 
Nfume Kibɔ Bem Chunghe bɛ Nkanchi. Finɛ le  shige  bee kee 
kone kinche ki Nchane. 
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Exercise 3 
Translate the following English words into Nchane.  
1. eyes                _________________________ 
2. rice                 _________________________ 
3. blow               _________________________ 
4. banana            _________________________ 
5. names             _________________________ 
6. bundle            _________________________ 
7. come              _________________________ 
8. same              __________________________ 
 
Exercise 4 
Fill in the missing vowel(s) in the following words. Choose from 
“a”, “e”, “i”, “o”, “u.” 
1. aj____     ‘days’  
2. b____d____      ‘crying’ 
3. k____j____    ‘ ock’  
4. b____k____ be ye    ‘roof’ 
5. b____s____     ‘six’ 
6. j____      ‘water’ 
 
Exercise 5 
Match the pictures below with the correct word from the 
following list. Write the word in the space under the picture.  
(jé, ŋgu, kiyɔ, ŋgɔne, ajii) 
 
 

 
   

 
 

1................ 2.......................... 3............................ 
 
 
 

  
 

4.......................... 5.......................... 
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Exercise 6 
Read the story and answer the questions that follow.  
 

Bami le fɛ waaŋ 
 
Fali bɛ Tada le fɛ waaŋ. Fali gese baŋka ba chinta. Tada tɔ ki wu 
gu. Tada biide ki wu kɛɛ bige biyu. 
 

Bambilɛ  
1. Le baaŋ bɔ le fɛ waaŋ? 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. Le la  Fali gese? 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Exercise 5 
Read and copy the following sentences, changing the underlined 
word into the plural form. 
1. Bangha le wu guu je yi joŋɛ. ____________________________________________ 
2. Bilɛŋsɛ kuŋe nyaŋ.     ____________________________________________ 
3. Kiŋaŋa jii biaŋ.     ____________________________________________ 
4. Bi jii agaaŋ nchuŋ.     ____________________________________________ 
5. Nganti le wu yu yo.     ____________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 6 
Read the following conversation and write the underlined words 
that are in the plural form and the underlined words that are in 
the singular form.  
 

Waaŋ Wu Bí Be Bibaaŋ 
Tamfu: Shey, bu yu? 
Shey: Tamfu, bu yu chuu le. Wo chee? 
Tamfu: Wo gɛne faŋ? 
Shey: Ŋgɛne mwɛne ŋgɛŋ nteŋ bíaŋ. 
Tamfu: Wɔ le bɛ asoŋ mwɛne? 
Shey: Ɛɛŋ, mɛ le tɛ bɛ asoŋ. Wɔ tɛ gɛne faŋ? 
Tamfu: Ŋgɛne nshuuyɛ bí. 
Shey: Wɔ le bɛ bí yi miɛɛ? 
Tamfu: Mɛ le bɛ bí yufe. 
Shey: Waaŋ wu bí le yu mɛse? 
Tamfu: Ke waaŋ wu bí nyu yu mɛse gɛ. Nchi 
la waaŋ bɛ bi yi chi. 
Shey: Nchi nla waaŋ bɛ mɛɛ nchi gɛse, nkase 
ŋgɛŋ mɛse njo mamu ŋgɛŋ ŋgesɛ.  
Tamfu: Mɛ chi nlaa chiwaanyi chifɛ ́ɛ bɛ bí bɛ 
baŋ gugɛ. Ba shɛ ba.  
 
Plural words: _________________________________, 
_____________________________________, _________________________________ 
 
Singular words: _________________________________, 
____________________________________, _______________________________ 
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 shii   ‘fowl’                      shíi  ‘fowls’ 
 
Exercise 2 
Read the following pairs of words aloud from left to right. Note 
the di erences in sound and spelling.  

singular              plural 
1. je  ‘shoe’             jé  ‘shoes’ 
2. ye   ‘house’          yé   ‘houses’ 
3. shii  ‘fowl’          shíi  ‘fowls’ 
4. bvu  ‘dog’           bvú  ‘dogs’ 
5. bi   ‘goat’             bí  ‘goats’ 
 
 
Exercise 3 
Give the plural form of the following words. 
1. yo       ‘snake’       ____________________ 
2. yeŋ       ‘tigh’          ____________________ 
3. nyaŋ  ‘animal’       ____________________ 
4. nyii       ‘bee’          ____________________ 
5. nju      ‘clothʼ         ____________________ 
 
Exercise 4 
Match the Nchane words with the right  English meaning. 
1. bintuŋ             a. thieves 
2. nyáŋ                b. goats 
3. babvule             c. ears 
4. bachoŋ                 d. animals 
5. chée                     e. palm nuts 
6. bí                        f. tails  
7. bíaŋ                   g. lions 
8. bíeŋ                   h. rat moles 
9. chúma               i. sh 
10. chiŋgvunyi   j. locusts 
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Lesson Six: New letter – Ɔ ɔ 
The vowel “ɔ” is not found on the English alphabet but is 
frequently found in Nchane. This letter is pronounced almost 
like the “o” in the English word ‘pot’, only a little farther back in 
the mouth. 
 

 
gvɔ     ‘cut’ 

 
Exercise 1  
Read the following pairs of words aloud from left to right. Note 
the di erence in their pronunciations. 
 
 Ɔ                                O 
lɔŋ      ‘point’           loŋ          ‘bite’ 
gvɔ     ‘cut down’                   gvooŋ     ‘bamboo’ 
 
Exercise 2 
Read the following words aloud, taking note of the sound “ɔ”. 
 
gɔŋ        ‘spear’                     kiyɔ       ‘elephant’ 
jwensɛ    ‘man’                      kikɔŋ     ‘beehive’ 
mɔŋ       ‘to test’                    wɔ         ‘you’ 
Bɔkɔjio   ‘they are equal’     bukɔ      ‘ladder’ 
kikɔyɛ    ‘grounut shell’ 
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Exercise 3 
Write the capital letter “Ɔ” and small letter “ɔ” at least ten times 
on the lines below. 
Ɔ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
ɔ ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 4 
Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the list of Nchane 
words. (kiyɔ, bukɔ, lɔŋ, kikɔŋ, gɔŋ, mɔŋ) 
1. Befe le __________________ Fale. 
2. Shey tuŋ shii bɛ _________________. 
3. _______________ le nyaŋ yi kuge ako. 
4. Nyako fɛde _________________ ki nyii. 
5. Nchanji saŋe ye yi ____________________ le. 
6. Mwa, nya me munchɔne __________________. 
 
Exercise 5 
Translate the following English words into Nchane 
1. sh trap           _____________________________ 
2. sharpen           ______________________________ 
3. nd                 ______________________________ 
4. door                ______________________________ 
5. big drum         ______________________________ 
6. cup                 _______________________________ 
7. village            _______________________________ 
8. babies             _______________________________ 
 
Exercise 6 
Fill in the missing letter(s) in the following Nchane words, using 
either “ɔ” or “o”. 
1. ‘equal’          b____k____j____     
2. ‘visitor’         t____l____            
3. ‘horns’          binch____          
4. ‘neck’           kind____ŋ          
5. ‘porcupine’   kiŋg____ŋ      
6. ‘long mouth rat’      ch____  
7. ‘water’      j____ 
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Lesson Ten: Singular and Plural  
 
In English, the di erence between one noun/thing (singular) and 
more than one (plural) is shown in a few di erent ways.  Most of 
the time an ‘s’ is added. E.g.  ‘road’ becomes ‘roads’.   Sometimes 
an ‘es’ is added. E.g.  ‘box’ becomes ‘boxes’.  And there are a few 
words that show the di erence in other ways. E.g.  ‘mouse’ 
becomes ‘mice’. 
 In the Nchane language, we have  a number of di erent 
ways of showing the di erence between singular and plural.  As 
you read through the list in Exercise 1, you will also be able to 
think of many other words that show the di erence in the same 
way as the words given.  Each word is an example of a group of 
words that show the di erence in the same way. 
 
Exercise 1 
Read the following pairs of words aloud from left to right. Note 
the di erences between the singular and plural forms.  
 
singular                      plural 

nyo            ‘knife’     munyo         ‘knives’ 
mbusha        ‘cat’        bambusha    ‘cats’ 
kikɛɛ            ‘bag’       bikɛɛ            ‘bags’ 
tɛdɛ             ‘stone’     ata               ‘stones’ 
kimbuŋ        ‘door’      bimbuŋ        ‘doors’ 
kite              ‘tree’       bite              ‘trees’ 
na                ‘cow’        banaa           ‘cows’ 
Nyɔ              ‘God’       banyɔ           ‘gods’ 
jwe               ‘mouth’   de                ‘mouths’ 
 

The Nchane language has one group of nouns that  has 
the same spelling whether in the singular or plural form. In 
order to show the di erence in the words , put an upward  
slanting mark ‘  ́  ’ above the rst vowel in the word as in the  
exercises that follow. 
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Exercise 4 
Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the list of Nchane 
words. ( nyuŋa, nyilɛ, nyii, nyo, kikfuŋ, fasaa) 
 
1. Kade le wu legɛ wu ______________________. 
2. Ndukoŋ fune mwɛ bɛ ________________________. 
3. Mu mbolo le wu beŋ yi ________________________ le. 
4. Ye yi Ŋgoŋ  le________________________. 
5. _____________________ le nyaŋ yi fɛde ŋgilɛ. 
6. _____________________ lese a kikɔŋ le. 
 
Exercise 5 
Translate the following English sentences into Nchane.  
1. Give me your cutlass. __________________________________________ 
2. My own meat is small. ________________________________________ 
3. Usmanu is feeding a horse. __________________________________ 
4. Hide that book. _________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 6 
Read  and learn the following song and share it with your 
compound.  
 
“Mɛ li Nyɔ wo, ki fɛ wɔ keŋɛ Nyɔ wumu fede mɛ gɛ.” 
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8. ‘termite’    ŋg_____   
9. ‘throw’      n____ŋ 
10. ‘star’         j____ŋ 
 
Exercise 7: 
Read the story and answer the questions that follow.  
  

Bugomu bu kiyɔ 
Ŋgwaŋ le wu la bugɔmu, wu tuŋ kiyɔ bɛ gɔŋ.  
Kiyɔ kiyu kwi. Wu gɔne bilɔnsɛ bo tɔ  wu bo tuu nyaŋ bo gɛsɛ 
fe waaŋ. 
 
Bambilɛ 
1. Le yeŋ wu tuŋ kiyɔʔ ___________________________________________ 
2. Wu tuŋ be la?__________________________________________________ 
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Lesson Seven: New Letter - Ɛ ɛ 
The vowel “ɛ” is not in the English alphabet but is frequently 
found in Nchane. It is pronounced like the “e” in the English 
word ‘met’. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

kwɛse    ‘woman’ 
Exercise 1 
Read the following pairs of  words aloud from left to right 
noting the di erence in their pronunciations. 
Ɛ                                 e 
chilɛ       ‘pull!’            mbele         ‘bracelet’ 
bwɛɛŋ     ‘upper arm’    bwe            ‘dew’ 
kwɛse     ‘woman’           mbebe  le   ‘near’ 
 
Exercise 2 
Write the letters “Ɛ” and “ɛ” ten times on the lines below. 
Ɛ_________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
ɛ_________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 3 
Match the following Nchane words with the correct English 
meaning. 
1. ntɛŋɛ                       a. winnow 
2. tɔŋsɛ                      b. forget 
3. fɛsɛ                         c. woman 
4. fɛdɛ                        d. borrow 
5. daayɛ                      e. reading 
6. kwɛse                     f. push 
7. fosɛ                        g. mushroom 
8. jebe                        h. arrive 
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Lesson Nine: New Letter – Ny ny 
The consonant “ny” is one of the letters in Nchane that is not in 
the English alphabet. These two letters “n” and “y” come 
together to represent a single sound in Nchane. They function as 
one letter and are considered as one consonant. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

nyii   ‘bee’ 
Exercise 1 
Read the following pairs of contrasting words aloud from left to 
right. Note the contrast between the sounds “ny” and “n”. 
 ny                           n 
 nya      ‘give’            na       ‘cow’ 
 banyɛ  ‘pack’           baaŋ   ‘hate’ 
 nyo      ‘cutlass’       noŋ     ‘throw’ 
 
Exercise 2 
Read the following words aloud, noting the sound “ny”. 
1. nyaŋɛ         ‘feed’ 
2. nyilɛ           ‘hide’ 
3. nyaŋ           ‘animal’ 
4. kikfuŋ         ‘horse’ 
5. nyii           ‘bird’ 
6. fasaa  ‘narrow’ 
 
Exercise 3 
Translate the following English words into Nchane. 
1. animal      ___________________________________ 
2. earring      ___________________________________ 
3. small         ___________________________________ 
4. feed          ___________________________________ 
5. God           __________________________________ 
6. nose          ___________________________________ 
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Bambilɛ 
1. Le yɛŋ wu ŋgaŋ gɛ luŋ? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
2. Ŋgaŋ gɛ luŋ wu faaŋ ne? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
3. Le yɛŋ wu gɛ jɔ wu wu gɛŋ bɛ wu fɛ mu nche le? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Exercise 4 
Fill in the missing letter(s) in the following Nchane words, using 
either “ɛ” or “e”. 
1. lab____  ‘spider web’ 
2. ab____                   ‘hail stones’ 
3. bal____mu               ‘oranges’ 
4. baŋ___                     ‘cover’ 
5. b____d_____               ‘crying’ 
6. bil____ŋs____    ‘men’ 
7. bw____               ‘dew’ 
8. d____             ‘cook’ 
 
Exercise 5 
Read the following sentences, then translate the underlined 
word into English.  
 
1. Nchanji le wu gwe yi bukɔ le wu chi bwɛŋ.     _________________ 
2. Jokwe chi wu busɛ kwɛse ye bɛ mbele kibɛnɛ le.  _________________ 
3. Bɔɔŋ ba ŋwa shii a kite ku bɔ tɛŋe ŋwa.     _________________ 
4. Mami kichuse chi wu la jébe wu baa ŋkaa tɛɛ.  _________________ 
5. Baa Kiŋkɛŋ kɛme bite bi lɛmu bitɛŋ fɛ wu yele.   _________________ 
 
Exercise 6 
Read the story and answer the questions that follow. 
 

Ŋgɔŋ chi bwɛŋ 
Ŋgɔŋ bɛ bwii la mwɛne. Ŋgɔŋ gɛŋ wu bɛŋ kite ki afe le. Ŋgɔŋ be 
bɛne lɛ wu ke afe wu ji. Bwi du lɛ wu shii.  Lɛ wu shiide yi kite 
le, wu chi bwɛŋ. 
 

Bambilɛ 
1. Le yɛŋ wu bɛne kite? _________________________________________ 
2. Le kite kila ki wu bɛne? _____________________________________ 
3. Le la  ge ŋgɔŋ lɛ wu gɛ shiide fɛ wi? ________________________ 
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Lesson Eight: New Letter – Ŋ ŋ 
The letter “ŋ” has the same sound as the English “ng”, like in the 
English words ‘sing’ and ‘wing’. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

njaŋ  ‘xylophone’ 
 
Exercise 1 
Read the following pair of words aloud from left to right and 
note the di erence between the sounds “ŋ” and “n”. 
Ŋ                                 n 
kintaŋ   ‘scramble’        kinta     ‘chair’ 
ŋka       ‘salt’               nfa        ‘kite’ 
tɔŋ        ‘crow’             tɛnɛ       ‘dry’ 
ŋga       ‘rust’               na         ‘cow’ 
 
Exercise 2 
Read the following words aloud paying attention to  the sound 
“ŋ”. 
1. ŋkaŋ      ‘corn beer’ 
2. njaŋ       ‘xylophone’ 
3. ntaŋ       ‘suggestion’ 
4. ŋga        ‘rust’ 
5. jaŋ         ‘rain’ 
6. ŋku        ‘box’ 
7. kiŋkoŋɛ    ‘love’ 
8. ŋaŋlɛ        ‘crawl’ 
 
Exercise 3 
Write the letters “Ŋ” and “ŋ” ten times on the lines below. 
Ŋ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
ŋ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Exercise 4 
Fill in the missing letter(s) in the following Nchane words, using 
either “ŋ” or “n”. 
1. gvu____e      ‘feather’ 
2. ki____tanyɛ            ‘sacri ce’ 
3. _____dɛɛ____u             ‘cricket’ 
4. so____o                   ‘palm tree’ 
5. ____gu      ‘ re’ 
6. ki____ta                   ‘chair’ 
7. cha____                  ‘monkey’      
8. waa_____                 ‘market’ 
 
Exercise 5  
Translate the following English words into Nchane. 
1. scorpion        __________________________ 
2. salt                __________________________ 
3. crawl             ___________________________ 
4. play               __________________________ 
5. neck              ___________________________ 
6. rain               ___________________________ 
7. box                ___________________________ 
8. watch            ___________________________ 
 
Exercise 6 
Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the list of Nchane 
words. (ŋgaŋ, waaŋ, ŋka, sɛŋle, bɔɔŋ shii) 
1. Nyaŋ yi kɔyi _________________ le nfa. 
2. Mami Kinage le wu dɛɛ nyaŋ _______________ baŋ yɔ koo gɛ. 
3. Fiɛgɛ le wu sɛyɛ _________________ wu tɛnɛ muu le. 
4. Nyaŋkwe gimɛ feku nje ___________________ le wu luŋ wu. 
5. Nyanyɔ le wu la ______________________ bɛ kinta wu gɛŋ wu gesɛ. 
 
Excerise 7 
Read the story and answer the questions that follow.   

Ŋgaŋ bɛ Nyaŋkwe 
Nyaŋkwe gɛ la mwɛne lɛ wu fune, ŋgaŋ luŋ wu. Wu gɛ ja wu 
lege wu kwɛ ye, chiji jɔ wu, wu gɛŋ bɛ wu ye yi kinchɛŋ le. Mu 
nche gɛ nya wu nche, wu ginsɛ fɛ nta. Wu gɛ che fɔ ajuu a tade 
fɔ wu kasɛ wu tu ye bɛ chiji.  
 


